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A CENTURY AGO THE COCKTAIL ACHIEVED PERFECTION when, according to legend,
Count Camillo Negroni asked his bartender in Florence to stiffen an Americano by replacing the
soda water with gin. The world never looked back. With its cosmically simple 1:1:1 ratio, its
balance of bitter and sweet, its pleasant kick, its aura of sophistication, the Negroni has
bewitched cocktail lovers ever since. Perhaps none more so than Matt Hranek, who intones this
love song to his favorite drink and offers a curated collection of recipes, both the classic and
dozens of variations, deviations, and delicious reinterpretations.

“A marvelous ode to one of the world’s most beloved and versatile alcoholic beverages.”—Cool
Hunting“The Negroni is equal parts love letter and little black book—a passionate and personal
tribute to one of the world’s most versatile drinks.”—Brad Thomas Parsons, author of Bitters,
Amaro, and Last Call “This is one of the best books devoted to a single cocktail I’ve read. It’s
beautiful and informative, and, most important, the writing is both deeply opinionated and open-
minded and welcoming.”—Michael Ruhlman, author of The Soul of a Chef and
Charcuterie “Illuminating, irresistible, and eminently useful. It's an absolute treat to be among
Matt’s students: follow his lead and you're sure to have a hell of a time. You’ll probably learn
something, too.”—Frank Castronovo & Frank Falcinelli --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorMatt Hranek is the author of The Negroni, A Man & His Watch, and A
Man & His Car, as well as a photographer, a director, and the founder/editor of the men’s lifestyle
magazine WM Brown. He and his family divide their time between Brooklyn and the Wm Brown
farm in upstate New York, though he can also be spotted quite often in old-school bars around
Europe, Negroni in hand. Find him on Instagram at @wmbrownproject. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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BookAfterwordAcknowledgmentsIndexAbout the AuthorPrefaceA guy walks into a bar. A
Florentine bar, actually. He takes a seat and orders an Americano, a straightforward drink with a
nice balance of bitter (Campari) and sweet (red vermouth), served over ice. But this isn’t just any
guy. He happens to be a well-traveled Italian count who, after spending some time in Holland as
well as in England, has developed a taste for gin. So, as the barman makes his drink, he tells
him to lose the splash of soda (the usual topper of the Americano) and replace it with gin. The
barman obliges, and in a final flourish, replaces the lemon garnish with a slice of orange. That is
the basic story of the birth of the Negroni, named for the count himself.That’s not the only story,
however, as these things go. There are at least a couple of other origin theories for the Negroni
that dispute it. But the story that most Negroni scholars agree on is the one above, tracing the
drink back to 1919 Florence and the Caffè Casoni, where it was named for its creator (or biggest
fan), Count Camillo Negroni. Let’s leave it at that. This book is less a historical treatise than a
celebration of the drink itself, and of my enthusiasm for it.My love for the Negroni goes deep. I
fell hard for the first one I tried, decades ago, in an Italian hotel whose name didn’t stick with me
the way the memory of the drink did. It was served to me as part of the hotel’s aperitivo (the
Italian tradition of a drink and light snack that serves as a precursor to dinner—think happy
hour). The Negroni spoke to me. I was attracted to its color, its flavor, and, most of all, its perfect
balance: equal parts gin (dry, with a hint of botanicals and juniper), vermouth (a spicy touch of
sweetness), and Campari (the delightfully bitter finish), as well as the citrusy notes from the
orange garnish.When I was growing up, my family drank wine with meals, to be social and
celebratory, not to get drunk. My mother’s parents emigrated from the south of Italy as teens,
and my grandfather made his own wine. He served it to everyone, including us kids. He’d drop a
thimbleful into our water, which turned it slightly purple. Those first drinking experiences shaped
my habits as an adult. Sure, I have had a drink catch up with me, and have even drowned a few
sorrows in one (or several), but drinking will always be a positive, joyous act for me.I’ve come a
long way from my grandfather’s watered-down wine, and the Negroni is now one of my two



drinks of choice when I travel, and when I’m at home, too. (The other, depending on the location
and the circumstance, is the martini.) I have mixed Negronis at home and at friends’ houses, in
cities and out in the middle of the countryside. I’ve consumed them in countless bars,
restaurants, and airport lounges. I have had spectacular ones (this typically has to do with the
location, and, as with many of my other pursuits, the Italians simply do it better). I’ve tasted some
mediocre ones, though even they were good.There is rarely such a thing as a bad Negroni,
which may hold the key to its popularity. The 1:1:1 ratio of ingredients makes it nearly foolproof
(and without the soda of the Americano, or any other nonalcoholic mixer, it can feel full-proof).
Wherever you find yourself, chances are you can find a bartender who can pour a decent
Negroni, even if you have to teach them the ratio. (I’ve been known to give Negroni-making
lessons to flight attendants in the galleys of planes.)The Negroni is also consumed as a digestif
at the end of a meal. A few years ago, I made a short film about Alessandro Palazzi of Dukes Bar
in London, a barman legendary for his delicious if somewhat deadly martinis, and his Negronis
as well. Over the course of filming, I went over the house limit of two Vesper martinis per
customer, and so proceeded to try to crawl my way home once the shoot wrapped. I ran into
friends on the way out the door, however, and they insisted I stick around for one more drink. I
ended that evening the way I ordinarily begin so many others, with a Negroni, but this time for its
digestive assistance as much as its taste.I now have more photos of Negronis I’ve enjoyed
around the world than of my family (I am not so proud of that fact). Most of them have populated
my social media feed. The Negroni is a big part of my photo sharing, and as a result, people
from all over tag me in photos of their own Negronis.It’s fair to say that I have strong opinions
about the Negroni. Generally, I do not deviate from ordering the standard recipe of one part bitter
Campari, one part sweet vermouth, one part gin (for me, that’s always London dry). That being
said, I do approve of some riffs and modifications—within moderation, of course. I’ve been
introduced to some fantastic versions by friends and fellow travelers, and I’ve even (though
rarely) been convinced to give a bartender creative license. Often the drinks that I’ve been most
dubious about have won me over. All of those variations—the slight deviations and a few outright
reinterpretations—are included in this book. All come from some of my favorite places and
people around the world. And yes, all have been field-tested by me.If you’ve never tried a
Negroni, I hope you will fall in love with this remarkable drink the way I did decades ago in that
Italian hotel. If you are already a fellow aficionado, as I suspect you may be since you are holding
this book in your hands, I hope it inspires you to try a new twist, seek out a few of my favorite
bars and bartenders, and continue to celebrate the beautiful balance of this drink. Although you
really can’t improve much on the original that Count Negroni invented that day in Florence, that
doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy the pursuit. Salute!TheEssential ComponentsThe Negroni is
famously democratic in its makeup, with each of its three essential components traditionally
represented in equal measure. With few exceptions, a garnish and some ice fill out the glass.
Here are a few considerations for each.“The bitters are excellent for your liver, the gin is bad for
you. They balance each other.”—Orson WellesThe BitterAperitif bitters should not be confused



with the bitters sold in small bottles, the ones that are dashed into some of our other favorite
cocktails. These Italian bitters have been produced regionally throughout the country for more
than a century. They begin as wine or a neutral spirit, which is first infused with various botanicals
—including herbs, spices, and fruit—and then dyed red. (Originally the crushed shells of the
cochineal beetle were used to achieve the red color; now other natural and artificial colorings are
used.) A cocktail featuring one of these bitters is the drink of choice before dinner, along with a
bite to eat to stimulate the appetite. (I usually have no problem stimulating my appetite while in
Italy, by the way.) Because the alcohol content of most bitters varies from 20 to 28.5%, they also
pack a bit of a punch, so pairing a bitters-based cocktail with food is always a good idea for
pacing purposes.Italian bitters are not one-note. Their flavor is best described as bitter and
sweet at once. The botanical infusions give each blend (and brand) a distinctive taste, which can
include hints of orange, rhubarb, clove, vanilla, and anise (licorice), to name just a few familiar
flavor notes. Exact ingredients and formulas are closely guarded secrets. The most well-known
aperitif bitter is Campari, created by Gaspare Campari in Novara, a town in the Piedmont region
in 1860. Later, his son Davide was responsible for its worldwide distribution. As Italian bitters
have increased in popularity in recent years, more and more small distilleries—even in the
United States—are in the business of creating their own variations.The following are some of my
favorite bitters.BèrtoCampariContratto BitterGallianoLuxardo BitterMartini RiservaMeletti
1870PeychaudRinomatoSt. Agrestis Inferno BitterTassoniThe Vermouth
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Laura M, “The only Negroni book you’ll ever need!. I bought this book as it was written from a
former college meet and loved his photography. I ended up giving it to multiple people for
Father’s Day gifts who loved it! Even if you’re not a Negroni connoisseur, the variations and
stories in the book are wonderful. It’s an inspirational travel Book that encourages you to stop
and smell the roses wherever you are (and some great bars I’d love to visit too)!”

M Sheridan, “Beautiful book. Gave this as a gift to a big Negroni fan. Beautiful pictures make it a
fun gift with thoughtful history and recipes. High quality”

Watchflair, “Cheers. Fun book - if you enjoy or like I do love the drink this is a must have. Some
fun cocktail recipes from Matt’s travels around the globe.”

David M, “Lots of great drink recipes!. Very nice little Negroni recipe book. Perfect gift.”

Chad Tomas, “Great coffee table book for the negroni lover. I love negronis and this was a cute
book to decorate my coffee table and night stand. Good for some history on the drink and for
some quick riffs when you want to spice up a cocktail.”

Bob L., “negroni book. Great and fun book. Good anecdotes and recipes. Definitely a new way to
promote the negroni cocktail. I recommend it! Love it!”

Sophia M., “Great quality!. I bought this book as a gift. The recipient loved it! Highly recommend
for any Negroni lover!”

Lu, “Titel hält was er verspricht. Jeder Negroni Fan sollte dieses Buch im Schrank haben. Vom
Klassiker bis hin zur modernen Interpretation werden hier viele spannende Rezepte zusammen
getragen.Vor allem die Rezeote aus den Dante in New York haben es mir angetan.”

Santi L, “Great book for every Negroni aficionado!. Plenty of recipes, basic or not! The recipes
descriptions/story were the best part of this book. It’ll make you want to travel to the places
mentioned in it.”

Don Corazza, “A great title for any Negroni lover (or cocktail enthusiast for that matter)!. This
book is indeed a fun to read love letter to one of the most iconic cocktails of all time. What a
great addition to any collection of barware memorabilia!”

The book by Matt Hranek has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 165 people have provided feedback.
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